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SatoyamαConservation and Public Intentions 

with Regard to Conservation Activities 

Takashi Takebe* and Mitsuyuki Tomiyoshi料

武部 隆・冨吉 i荷之「里山保全と保全活動に対する住民の意向」

本稿では、良山保全に対する地域住民の認識と里山保全活動に対する地域住民の意向

について、千葉県鴨川市、高知県篠原町、岐阜県恵那市を対象に災施したアンケート調

査の結果を分析することにより明らかにし、非営利団体 (NPO)が翠1I1を保全する場合

と、民間企業が保全する場合と、行政(市町)が直接保全する場合の三者を比較しなが

ら、今後の星1I1保全の望ましいあり方について考祭した。

考察の結果、①都市民との混住化がすすむ鴨川市では、 A山保全主体として NPOへ

の期待がχきいが、これは同市内にある盟1I1保存面体の積極的な保全活動が地域住民に

広く認知されていることがその理由のーっとしてあげられること、

すみ独)澄iH:;fifの比率が商い総原IIIJでは、行政に対する期待が大きく NPOによる保全活

動はあまり期待できないこと、③農家・林家が里1I1を保全するのが最適だと考える住民

が多い恵那市では、 NPOへの期待は少なくないものの、その期待は鴨川市におけるよ

りは小さなものであること、④3地域全体でみた場合、 i潟市(110")内のA山保存団体を

地域住民に知ってもらうことで、地域住民の盟1I1保全に対する認識を深め、結来的に里

山保全への期待の程度を今以上に大きくすることが可能で、あること、⑤同様に、行政の

m.山保余活動を地域住民にう;11ってもらうことは、一方で地域の塁iJl保存団体の評締を高

める方向に作用すること、等をi列らかにすることができた。

1. Introduction 

In this paper， we examine the local residents' perception and intentions of and for satoyαm正I

conservation and activities around it. For the purpose of evaluating the conservation entities 

in charge of satoyαmαconservation activities， we surveyed three regions-Kamogawa city 

in Chiba Prefectur・e，Yusuhara town in Kochi Prefectureラ andEna city in Gifu Prefecture-

by administering a questionnaire. The results are analyzed and examined here to understand 

the local residents' perception of satoyamαconservation and their intentions with regard to 

conservation activities l). 

We also compare the three varieties of sαtoyama conservation-conservation by NPOs 

(nonprofitable organizations)， by enterprises， and by the administrations of cities and 

towns-and consider the best possible way to conserve satoyamαin the future. 

In the next chapter， we wiU summarize the questionnaire survey and the target regionsラ

* ) Graduate School of Agriculture， Kyoto University (京都大学大学院農学研究科)

料)Graduate School ofGlobal Environmental Studies， Kyoto University (同地球環境学舎)
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and in the third chapter， we will consider， based the survey resultsラthepublic perception of 

sαtoyamαconservation. 1知nthe fc和ou凶n1‘t也t

with r閃ega凱r‘dtωosαtωoyσmαC∞onse創rvationactivity， especiaIly in terms of evaluation of entities in 

charge of such conservation activity. 

2. Summary of Questionnaire Survey and Target Regions 

(1) Summary of Questionnaire Survey 

The questionnaire survey was carried out subsidized by JSPS Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 

Research (C)， Principal Investigator: Takashi TAKEBE， Title of Project:“The lnftuence of 

NPO Activities on Japanese Agriculture and Farm Village Environment." The survey themeラ

target， and method are as follows: 

-Survey theme: Questionnaire survey on organizations that conduct conservation activities. 

-Survey target: Residents of Kamogawa cityラChibaPref.ラ Yusuharatown， Kochi Pre仁and

Ena city， Gifu Pre王

- Survey method: Distribution of questionnaire to households chosen at random in 

Kamogawa city， Chiba Pr・ef.，Yusuhara town， Kochi Pre仁andEna city， Gifu Pref. Number 

ofquestionnaires distributed: 1，138 to Kamogaw九558to Yusuhar九and1，304 to Ena2). 

… Survey items: Attribute items (7 items of region， gender， age， number of household 

members， years of residenceラ occupation，and annual income) and question items (47 items 

such as“Do you know satoyama existing in your city/town? (SA)，"“Have you been to the 

satoyamα? (SA)，"“For what purpose do you go there? (MA)" 3)). Here， SA stands for single 

answer and MA for multiple answers4). 

… Survey period: From January 20ラ 2009ラ toFebruary 15，2009. 

-Number of valid responses: 290 from Kamogawa city (valid response rate: 25%)，233 

from Yusuhara town (42%)， and 433 from Ena city (33%)， thusラ 956(32%) in total. 

(2) Summary ofTarget Regions 

The questions were framed using the specific names of local NPOs.τhe Oyama Senmaida 

Hozonkai (Oyama Terrace Paddy Field Conservation Organization) was referred to in 

the questionnaire for Kamogawa city in Chiba and so was the Unincorpor羽edNonprofit 

Organization of Senmaida Furusatokai (Terrace Paddy Field Hometown Organization) in that 

for Yusuhara town in瓦ochi，and the Ena-shi Sakaore Tanada Hozonkai (Organization for 

Terrace Paddy Field Conservation in Sakaore， Ena city) in that for Ena city in Gifu. First， let 

us briefty discuss the three target regions in order to understand the local environments for 
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the activities ofthese three NPOs. 

1) Kamogawa cityラ ChibaPref. 

Kamogawa city is located in the south-eastern part of the Boso Peninsula and faces the 

Pacific Ocean. The climate is mild and comfortableラ typicalfor the south Boso towns; the 

yearly average temperature is 15.8
0

C， and the yearly rainfall is 1，884 mm. The city is also 

blessed with a beautiful coast line and rich forest resources. Its population is about 36ラ000，

most of which is aging; for those over 60 years of age， the older the generation is， the larger 

its share in the population distributionラ andfor those under 60ラ theyounger the generation， 

the smaller its share in the population distribution as compared to the national average. The 

city covers an area of 191.3 km三witha population density of 186 people/km2
• In February 

2005， the former Kamogawa city and the former Amatsukominato town were merged into 

the present Kamogawa city. 

The city"s main agricultural products are ric久 livestock，flowers， and vegetables. Rice 

growing is the very basis of agricultureラ andNagasa-mai is the famous rice brand from the 

city. The forest covers 35% of the city area (44%， including waste land)， and in order to 

conserve itラ muchof the usage of forest spaces is planned. Fisheries and tourist industries 

are also active and diverse approaches are being used， such as enhancement of the marine 

recreation functions in harmony with fisheriesラ activeexchanges between the urban areas 

and the fishing villages， etc. A large portion of commerce and manufacturing in Kamogawa 

is food“related， dealing with agricultural/livestock products or fishery products. The scale of 

management has shown a tendency to become smaller or stagnate in recent yearsラ however，

and new development by means of reorganization is the new theme. 

Five uni九'ersities，including Josai lnternational University and Waseda Universityラ are

located within the city， and their activities return intellectual/cultural property to the region. 

Kamogawa city， with its blue and clear ocean and green and rich mountains， is thus 

struggling to promote the local economy and improve education and culture in the 

collaboration of industryラ academia，citizens， and governmentラ soas to create a “tourism幽

exchange city based upon 出 natureand history，" that is， a brilliant hometown collaborated 

on by the whole city. It is necessary to place and understand the specified NPO of Oyama 

Senmaida Hozon 

2) Yusuhara town， Kochi Pref. 

Yusuhara town lies in the western part of Kochi Prefecture. It is a mountain town rich 

in natural resources and beautyラ atthe foot of the grand highland of Shikoku Karst and at 
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the upper reach of the Shimanto River. It is comparatively cool in summer and very cold 

in winter. Because of the range of altitudes， both daily and yearly temperature ranges are 

wide. 1n winter， snow accumulates even in the central part of the town. The yearly average 

temperature is 13.4
0

Cラ andthe yearly rainfall is 2ラ630mm. The area of the town is 236.5 

km2， and 91 % of this area is covered with forests. The population is about 4ラ000(aging 

is progressing even more than in the case of Kamogawa， as compared with the national 

average)， and the population density is 17 people/km2
• 

Rice growing and facility horticulture of eggplants and other vegetables are principal 

in the cultivation sector and calf breeding in the stockbreeding sector. 1n the unfavorable 

agricultural environment of recent years， the lack and aging of farming labor are serious 

issues and the number of farming households is constantly decreasing. Forestry is an 

important industry in the town. However， because of the stagnant low price of wood， 

decrease in and aging of the forestry labor forceラ etc.，the present systems of artificial forest 

management and refor・estationneed to be urgently reexamined. On the other hand， the water 

source and land conservation functions of forests must be maintained and reinforced， and 

how to reorganize the management of forests and forestry is getting to be a pressing issue. 

Most ofthe shops are small and run by private owners， and as the traffic network is getting 

more convenient， the residents tend to go shopping out of their town more frequently than 

ever. ln terms of manufacturing， gun factories， auto司 partsfactories， and sewing factories 

provide the townspeople with important work places. As industries relating to construction， 

building， and transporting are small in management scale， it is hard to expect too much from 

them. 

Yu山Iおsuha包ratown iおstぬhu山S1加np似roblema幻ti必cClrcums託tance久ラ bl凶1託tunde飢rthe slogan 

town above t白hecloudιラ，"people are endeavoring for machi-zukuri (community planning) on 

the basis of good health (life)， education (heart)， and environment (relief)， helping each other 

hand in hand. Senmaida Furusatokai needs be looked at in such a context. 

3) Ena city， Gifu Pref. 

Ena city is located in the south-eastern part of Gifu Prefecture. It is comparatively cool in 

summer but severely cold in winter， and this tendency is enhanced in the deeper mountain 

areas. It is dry and the rainfall (or snowfall) is low in winter. The yearly average temperature 

is 14.1
0

C， and the yearly rainfal1 is 1，490 mm. The population is about 54，000， and aging 

is advancing here too; with regard to those over 60 years of age， the older the generation 

is， the greater its share in the population distribution， and for those under 60 years of age， 

the younger， the lower， compared with the national average. However the degree of aging 

4 
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is 10wer than in the two regions previous1y discussed. The city covers an area of 504.2km三

with a popu1ation density of 108 peop1e/km2
• In October 2004ラtheformer Ena cityラIwamura

town， Yamaoka town， Akechi townラ Kushiharavillageラ andKamiyahagi town were merged 

into the present Ena city. 

The agricu1tura1 products of Ena city are rice， 1ivestockラ andvegetab1es， out of which pork 

production is significant. Kanten (Japanese agar.略的productionis a1so widespread because 

ofthe co1d winter and dry weather suitab1e for this. In the forest， which covers about 75% of 

the city area， hinoki (Japanese cypress) and cedar production is increasing slight1y， but the 

management of afforestation of artificial forests and reforestation needs to be reexamined. In 

terms of commerce， retail of food/drink and wholesale of bui1ding-re1ated materia1s are the 

main trades. In manufacturing， the plastics industry and the ceramic and stone clay industry 

offer wor to the citizen. 

In this situations， the citizens are now united in their efforts to realize “An Exchange City 

in the Harmony of People， Region， and Nature，" in practice， 1) a convenient and beautiful 

community (machi in Japanese) to live in comfort， 2) an attractive community full ofvitality 

and creativity， 3) a community that fosters peop1e who cultivate sympathy and culture， and 

4) a sound and warm-hearted collaborative community. When we discuss Ena-shi Sakaore 

Tanada Hozonkai， it shou1d be p1aced in this context. 

3. The Public Perception of Satoyama Conservation 

According to the Questionnaire Survey 宍esults

(1) Public Perception of Satoyαma Conservation by Region 

In this chapter， we 100k at the pub1ic perception of satoyama conservation， based on the 

questionnaire survey resu1ts. Seven attribute items and nine question items significant for 

cross tabu1ation were picked up. With regard to these 16 items， 37 question items that enab1e 

cross tabu1ation were cross-tabu1ated， and the independence tests were app1ied. The resu1t 

was that among the seven attribute item crosstabs， the number of question items significant 

at the 1 % or 5% 1eve1 was 1argest in the by-region tabu1ation (29 question items). Among 

the question item crosstabs， the number of question items signi企cantat the 1 % or 5% 1eve1 

was 1argest in the by-category tabulation of Q2-6“Do you know the satoyamαconservation 

activity by the administration?" (32 question items)， and was second largest in the by-

category tabulation of Q2-1“Do you know the NPO for satoyama conservation in your city/ 

town?" (31 question items). 

Therefore， in this sectionラ wewill examine the by-region crosstab results， and in the next 

「
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section， we will focus on and examine the question items significant at the 1 % or 5% level 

呂mongthe Q2-6 and Q2-1 by-catego!γcrosstab results. 

Table 1 Residents' perception of satoyama conservation by region 

Let us begin with the by-region crosstab. Table 1 shows the byωregion results with 

regard to the public perception of satoyama conservation. Among the people who knew 

of the satoyamαin their city/town， those who had been to the satoyama were the greatest 

number， 92%ラ inthe case of Kamogawa， followed by 89% in Yusuhara， and 82% in Ena. 

The proportion of those who knew exactly what satoyamαwas the largest in Yusuhara 

(66%)， followed by 64% in Ena and 55% in Kamogawa. The proportion ofthose who kriew 

of the NPO for satoyamαconservation in their city/town reached 84% in Kamogawa， and 

the proportions in Yusuhar・a(79%) and in Ena (52%) followed. The proportion of those 

who thought that the NPO was active was largest in Kamogawa (78%) and next largest 

in Yusuhara (71 %)， followed by in Ena (61 %). The proportion of those who knew about 

the satoyama conservation activities was largest in Yusuhara (56%)， followed by that in 

Kamogawa (36%) and in Ena (34%). The proportion ofthose who knew about the satoyama 

conservation activities of the administration was largest in Yusuhara (77%)， next largest in 

玄amogawa(63%)， and relatively small in Ena (40%). 

Nextラ forQ2-8 (1) to (7) on the impression the residents get from the three types of 

conservation entities， i.e.， NPOs， enterprises， and the administration， answers were evaluated 

6 
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by assigning the answer “Agree" a value of +し“Neither"a value of 0， and “Disagree" a 

value of -1. The result by region is shown in Table 2. In Kamogawa city and Ena city， the 

public had the best impression of the NPO， out of the three entities， on every item except for 

that pertaining to information disclosure in Kamogawa. In Yusuhara town， in contrast， the 

impression of the administration as a satoyama conservation entity is the best on every item 

except for that pertaining to cooperation with the residents. 

τable 2 Residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities by region 

Lastly， as shown in Table 1， we see an interesting difference in the answers about the 

“organization suitable for conservation (the top choice)"': NPO in Kamogawa city (40%)， the 

administration in Yusuhara town (44%)， and farmer・sand forest owners in Ena city (46%). 

Similarly， the answers to the question about the second choice of a suitable organization are 

the administration both in Kamogawa (30%) and in Yusuhara (31 %)， and NPO in Ena (27%). 

(2) Residents' Perception of Satoyama by Degree ofRecognition 

In this section， we focus on and examine the question items significant at the 1 % or 5% 

level in the by開 categorycrosstab results for Q2-6“Do you know satoyama conservatIon 

activity by the administration?" and Q2-1“Do you know the NPO for satoyama conservation 

in your city/town?" 

These crosstab results are remarkably similar. Weラ therefore，first explain mainly the by-

category results of Q2-1ラ andlaterヲ pickup only the question items that were determined to 

have no significant difference at the 1 % or 5% level in Q2ぺ

7 
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in Q2-6. 

Table 3 shows the residents' perception of satoyama conservation by degree of recognition， 

in which the former・tensmall tables are by category of Q2ぺラ andthe latter two are by 

category of Q2-6. Among“the people who know the NPO in their city/town" (hereafter 

abbreviated as Knowing)ラ 97%of them know that there is satoyamαin their city/town， and 

even among“the people who don't know the NPO in their city/town" (hereafter abbreviated 

as Not-Knowing)ラ 89%ofthem know that there is satoyama in their city/town. Among those 

who know there is satoyamαin their city/town， 92% of Knowing and 75% ofNot-Knowing 

have been there. 

Table 3 Residents' perception of satoyama conservation by recognition degree 

覧r、umberof samples) 

Note: The former 10 small tables are by category of 02寸 "Doyou know the NPO for satoyama concervation in your city/townゲ" and the 
latter 2 small tables are by category of 02ω6 "00 you know satoyama conservation activity by the administrationゲ'

Those who knew exactly what satoyama is make up 68% of Knowing and 49% of 

Not-Knowing. Those who know about the various enterprises' activities for satoyamα 

conservation make up 50% of Knowing and only 17% of Not-Knowing. Those who know 

about the administration's activity for satoyama conservation make up as much as 73% of 

Knowing but as little as 20% ofNot-Knowing. 

8 
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Next， the answers to Q2-8(1) to (7) concerning the residents' impression of the three 

types of organization entities， iふ， NPOsラ enterprisesラ andthe administr前 ion(city/town)， are 

collected in Table 4， where the answers “Agree" are assigned a value of + 1，“Neither" 0， and 

“Disagree" that of -1 and evaluated by category of Q2-1“Do you know the NPO in your 

city/town?" As can be seen， among those who know the NPO for satoyama conservation in 

their city/town， the NPO gives the best impression out of the three types of entities in every 

item， wliile for those who do not know the NPO， it is the administration that creates the best 

impression in the items of information disclosure and continuityラ whichmeans the NPO is 

not judged as suitable in every aspect. 

Table 4 Residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities by recognition degree 

Note: Marks are by category of Q2-1"Do you know the NPO for satoyama conservation問 yourcity!townゲ'

The top choice for the entity suitable for conservation is， as is seen in Table 3ラ farmers

and forest owners in both Knowing and Not-Knowing categories， making up 42% of each 

category. The fifth choice as the organization suitable for conservation is enterprises in 

both Knowing and NotωKnowing， making up 52% of the former and 41 % of the latter. With 

regard to the amount people are willing to contribute either to the NPOs， the enterprises， or 

the administrationラ“Lessthan 1，000 yen" is the widespread answer in both Knowing and 

Not-Knowing. 

Finally， we examine br允 flythe items that were determined to have no significant 

difference at the 1 % or 5% level in the by-category tabulation of Q2-1“Do you know the 

NPO for satoyama conservation in your city/town?，" but to be significant in the by-category 
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tabulation of Q2-6“Do you know the administration's satoyama conservation activity?" 

In Table 3， we see that the people who agree to spend taxpayer money on satoyamα 

conservation make up as much as 69% of those who know about the administration's 

satoyama conservation activity， and 56% of even those who do not know about it. Thusヲ we

may safely say that spending of taxpayer money on satoyama conservation activity is agreed 

upon by the residents. 

With regard to the activity of the NPOs for sαtoyama conservation， those who think they 

are doing well make up 79% of “those who know the administration's satoyama conservation 

activity" among those who know about the NPO， whereas this share is 48% of “those who 

don't know the administration's satoyαma conservation activity" among those who know 

about the NPO. Thereforeラ informingthe residents about the administration's satoyama 

conservation activity will work， at the same time， to improve public opinion of the region's 

NPO for satoyαma conservation. 

4. Residents' Intentions with Regard to Satoyama Conservation 

Activities and 正ntities

(1) Residents' Intentions with Regard to Satoyama Conservation Entities by Region 

In Q2-8( 1) to (7)， the residents were asked about their impressions of the three types 

of entities involved in satoyama conservation， i.e.， the NPOs， the enterpr匂esラ andthe 

Table 5 Relation between residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities and 
their choice of organization suitable for conservation (top choice) 

Kamogawa city， by age and by occupation 

10 
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administration. The answer “Agree" was assigned a va1ue of + 1，“Neither" 0， and “Disagree" 

… 1. We will examine the score for each region， comparing the results by age and occupation 

in Kamogawaラ byoccupation and annua1 income in Yusuhara， and by gender and age in 

Ena5). 

Tab1e 5 illustrates the situation in Kamogawa city. Here， the NPOs got the highest scoreラ

followed by the administration and the enterprises， both by age and occupation. The score for 

all of those who work in corporationsラ pub1icofficesラ andorganizations is 10w (0.01). This 

was possib1y because of the high proportion (47%) of those who think it the most suitab1e 

that satoyama conservation be performed by farmers and forest owners. The 10w score for 

those who are under 49 of age ( -0.10) can be simi1arly exp1ained. 

Tab1e 6 illustrates the situation in Yusuhara town. Hereラ theadministration got the highest 

scores both by occupation and by annua1 income， and the NPOs and enterprises followed it. 

The scores for those who work in enterprises， the administratiorしandorganizations is 10w 

(0.05). It was possib1y caused by the high proportion ofthese peop1e (63%) that think it most 

suitab1e for farmers and forest owners to work on satoyama conservation. 

Table 6 Relation between residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities and 
their choice of organization suitable for conservation (top choice) 

Yusuhara town， by occupation and by annual income 

Finallyラ Tab1e7 illustrates the situation in Ena city. In Ena， the NPOs got the highest scores 

both by gender・andby age. However， many of the scores were negative， and the scores of all 

the three types of entities， i.e.ラ theNPOsラ theenterprises， and the administr就 ion，were not 

high. A 10t of peop1e in Ena think it most suitab1e that farmers and forest owners be in charge 

11 
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of satoyama conservation; this was possibly the reason for the low scores on the whole. 

Table 7 Relation between residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities and 
their choice of organization suitable for conservation (top choice) 

Ena city， by gender and by age 

(2) Residents' Intentions with Regard to Satoyama Conservation and Satoyama Conservation 

Entities 

In this section， we will examine public intentions with regard to satoyamαconservation 

and conservation entities， comparing the three types of conservation， by the NPOs， by the 

enterprisesラ andby the administration. 

Table 8 shows the results by region (Kamogawa city， Yusuhara town， and Ena city)， and 

by answer category of ‘Knowing' and ‘N ot-Knowing' to Q2-1“Do you know the NPO for 

sαtoyama conservation in your city/town?" The answers were assigned numerical values--

“Agree" had a value of +仁“Neither"was 0， and“Disagree" was -1， and the average values 

aI・eshown in the table. 

Table 8 Residents' impression of satoyama conservation entities 

1n Kamogawa and Ena， the NPO is counted on the most as a conservation entity， with the 

administration and the enterprises coming in second and third， respectively. In Kamogawa， 

especially， the NPOs' score was as high as 0.35. 1n contrast， in Yusuhara town， the 

12 
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administration is counted on the most (0.33)ラ withthe NPOs next， and the enterprises third; 

the differenceJrom Kamogawa and Ena is remarkable. Moreover， in Yusuhara， expectation 

with regard to satoyama conservation is great on the whole， while it is not so great in Ena， as 

is evident from the scores 0.21 and 0.10 for Yusuhara and Ena respectively. 

The score -0.10 for the whole of Ena city， the lowest of those for the three regions， is 

explained by the following results. As is seen in the left half of Table 9， as much as 46% of 

the residents think it most suitable that farmers and forest owners conserve the satoyamaラ

whereas those who think the NPO and the administr混 ionare the most suitable make up 

28% and 16%ラ respectivelyラ only44% in total. This trend lowered the score for Ena in 

Q2-8(l) to (7)， in which only the three types of entities (the NPO， the ente中risesラ andthe 

administration) were the subjects. A similar・explanationcan also be arrived at by means of 

the results with regard to answers about the organizations suitable for sαtoyama conservation 

(two岨 of-fivechoice) in the right half of Table 9. 

Next， from the right half of Table 8， we can see that people of both categories in Q2-

1， iム thosewho know the NPOs for satoyama conser、rationin their city/town (Knowing) 

and those who do not (Not-Knowing)， are most expectant that NPOs will be in charge of 

satoyama conservation， with the administration and the enterprises coming in second and 

third. However， we can see that the people of the Knowing category are more expectant with 

regard to satoyama conservation than people of the Not-Knowing categoryラ asthe score for 

the former was positive (0.16) while that of the latter was negative ( -0.29). 

Table 9 Organization suitable for satoyama conservation 

ln Q2-1ヲ thosewho do not know the NPO for satoyama conservation in their city/town 

make up 32% of the whole. This means that， by ensuring that those 32% are informed 

about the NPO in their city/town， it may be possible to improve the perception of satoyama 

conservation and as a result to make people more expectant of satoyama conservation than 

before. It will， thereforeラ benecessary to endeavor to make this conservation more known 

through public papers or leaflets distributed in the city/town/village. 
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5. Conclusion 

We have examined the public perception of and intentions with regard to satoyamα 

conservation and activity towards it through the results of the questionnaire survey. 

1n Kamogawa city， with regard to the residents' impression of satoyαma conservation 

entItIesラ thescore for the NPO is very high (0.35)ラ followedby that for the administration 

and the enterprises. The NPO also got the highest proportion (40%) in answer to the question 

about the organization most suitable for conservation. This is probably the result of the 

energetic activities of the NPO in the city， which ar・eappr・eciatedby the residents. 

1n Yusuhara town， with regard to the residents' impression of sαtoyama conservation 

entities， the score for the administration (0.33) is the highest， followed by the NPO and 

the enterprises. The administration also got the highest proportion (41 %) of answers to the 

question about the organization most suitable fOI・conservation.1n this townラ consclOusness

with regard to satoyama conservation is high as a wholeラ butexpectation with regard to the 

NPO is lower than with regard to the administr就 ionand the farmers and forest owners. It is 

anticipated that NPO activities will be di問cultin the super-aging regions， as is the case in 

Yusuhara. 

1n Ena city， with regard to the residents' impression of sαtoyama conservation entities， 

the score for the NPO (0.10) is highest but lower than that in the other regions. In addition， 

the score for all the three entities for satoyαma conservation (the NPOヲ enterprisesラ邑ndthe 

administration) is a negative value ( -0.10). This is because as much as 46% of the people 

in Ena think that farmers and forest owners are the most suitable conservators and those who 

think the NPO or the administr誠 ionsare most suitable are 28% and 16% respectively， that is， 

only 44% in total. 

For all the three regions， both those who know and who do not know about the NPO for 

satoyama conservation in their city/town expect conservation to be taken over by the NPOヲ

with the administration and the enterprises coming in second and thir・d.However， those 

who know about the NPO gave a positive SCOI・e(0.16) for all the three entities for satoyama 

conservation (the NPO， enterprises， and the administration)， while those who do not know 

it gave a negative score ( -0.29). Considering that 32% of the public do not know about the 

NPO， it is possible to improve t 
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their conservation work make up 79% of “those who know the administration's sαtoyama 

conservation activity" among those who know about the NPOラ whereasthis figure is 48% 

of “those who don't know the administration's satoyama conservation activity" among 

those who know about the NPO. Therefore， informing the residents of the administr説 ion's

satoyama conservation activity wiU also work to improve the public opinion with regard to 

the region's NPO for satoyama conservation. 

lndeed， the feeling of the local residents that the farmers and forest owners are most 

suitable to take over satoyama conservation is thus very deep聞 rooted，but it is clear that in 

regions where urbanization is steadily developing like Kamogawa and Ena， the NPOs are 

expected to perform satoyama conservation more than the other entities. Therefore， we 

should consider the NPOs' way of wor七ngfor satoyαma conservation even more deeply 

when we think about the way to conserve satoyαma in the future. 

NOTES 

1)τ'0 decide the survey target regions， we set the following conditions: 1) it is not to be located on the fringe 

of an urban zone， 2) there is an NPO for satoyamαconservation activity in the region， and 3) there are also 

enterprises (in this case， a big pharmaceutical company) that take part in satoyama conservation. From 

among those that satisfy the conditions， two cities and a town were selected: Kamogawa city in Chiba 

prefecture， Yusuhara town in Kochi prefecture， and Ena city in Gifu prefecture. ln these regions， aging is 

advancing; in Yusuhara town， the aging rate is as high as 37%， and satoyama conservation by local farmers 

and forest owners is difficult. 1n Kamogawa city， the leading NPO is very active. In Ena city， the NPO has 

just be巴ngranted juridical person. Because of these different features， the three regions were judged to be 

adequate for the questionnaire survey concerned with satoyama conservation and activities around it. 

2) Numbers of distribution were determined by the population ratio ofthe target regions. 

3) The following are the 47 questions: Qlゅ 1:Do you know satoyama existing in your city/town? (SA)， Qト

2: Have you been to the s α tωoyα m α ? (SA)， QIト-ふ For wha飢tpu町rpos巴 dωid you go there? (MA)， QI.トト-4句駒-4:What 

is your impression ofthe satoyama? (MA)， Ql-5: Did you know the explanation of satoyamα? (SA)， Ql-

6: Do you know taxpayer money is spent on satoyama conservation? (SA)， Qト7:What is the desirable 

method of conserving satoyama in your city/town? (MA)， Q 1-8: What is the value and charm of satoyama? 

(MA)， Qト9:What is the reason we have to give up satoyama conservation? (MA)， Q2-1: Do you know the 

NPO for satoyama conservation in your cityltown? (SA)， Q2-2: How did you get to know th巴NPO?(MA)， 

Q2-3: What do you think about the NPO activityつ(SA)，Q2-4: Do you know the satoyama cons巴rvation

activity by the enterprises? (SA)， Q2-5: How did you get to know the satoyama conservation activity by 

the enterprisesつ(MA)，Q2-6: Do you know the satoyama conservation activity by the administrationワ

(SA)， Q2-7・Howdid you get to know the satoyama conservation activity by the administrationつ(MA)，

Q2-8(1): Is the information disc10sure enough (the NPO)? (SA)， Q2-8(1): Is the information disc10sure 

enough (the enterprise)ワ(SA)，Q2-8(1): Is the information disclosure enough (the administration)? (SA)， 

Q2-8(2): Is the continuity en 
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NPO)? (SA)， Q2-8(4): Are personnel巴nough(the ent巴rprise)ワ(SA)，Q2-8(4): Are personnel enough (the 

administration)? (SA)， Q2-8(5): Is fund effici巴ncyenough (the NPO)? (SA)， Q2-8(5): Is fund efficiency 

enough (the enterprise)? (SA)， Q2-8(5): Is fund efficiency enough (the administration)? (SA)， Q2-8(6): Is 

the cooperation with the residents enough (the NPO)つ(SA)，Q2-8(6): Is the cooperation with the residents 

enough (the enterprise)? (SA)， Q2-8(6): Is the cooperation with the residents enough (the administration)? 

(SA)， Q2必(7):Is the cooperation with the other organizations enough (the NPO)? (SA)， Q2必(7):Is the 

cooperation with the other organizations enough (the enterprise)? (SA)， Q2-8(7): Is the cooperation with the 

other organizations enough (the administration)? (SA)， Q2-9: What organization is suitable for conservation 

(the top choice)? (SA)， Q2-9・Whatorganization is suitable for cons巴rvation(the second choice)? (SA)， 

Q2-9: What organization is suitable for conservation (the third choice)? (SA)， Q2-9・Whatorganization is 

suitable for conservation (the fourth choice)? (SA)， Q2-9: What organization is suitable for conservation (the 

fifth choic巴)?(SA)， New Q2-9: What organizations are suitable for conservation (two choices)? (MA)， New 

Q2-9: What organizations are suitable for conservation (three choices)? (MA)， Q3-1: What is the willing 

contribution amount to the NPO? (SA)， Q3-2: What is the willing contribution amount to the enterprise? 

(SA)， Q3-ふ Whatis the willing contribution amount to the administration? (SA) 

4) To help the respondents who do not know the satoyama in their city/town to understand what satoyama is 

like， a picture of satのほmalandscape and a simple explanation were inserted before the questions in the 

questionnaire. Some examples and explanations of activities carried out by the NPO， the enterprises， and 

the administration of each region w巴realso referred to so that the respondents could obtain some basic 

information before answering. 

5) The 37 question items that enable cross tabulation were cross-tabulated respectively by region (Kamogawa， 

Yusuhara， and Ena)， with regard to six attribute items， i.e.， gender， ageラ numberof household members， 

years of residence， occupation， annual income (not seven， as region is excluded)， and the independence 

tests were applied.τhe result was th昌t，in Kamogawa， th巴numbe

(受理日 2010年 l月 13日)
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